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Three Steps to the EPM Main Menu 
 

Step 1.  Assess Citrix Client 
First, assess if your computer/laptop has a compatible version of Citrix Receiver/Workspace. 
Why do you need a Citrix Receiver client?  This application is necessary to have installed so that 
a device can use the Citrix virtual environment where EPM is hosted and accessible.  

There are at least two ways to ascertain if your device has a proper version of Citrix 
Receiver/Workspace installed.   

1. First, try to launch EPM or any other Citrix Application via the Citrix Applications Portal 
(i.e. Chrome, Outlook, Excel, etc.…).  If it launches without a problem and EPM functions 
as expected, then likely you have a proper version of Citrix Receiver installed. 

2. Another way to verify that you have a version of Citrix Receiver/Workspace on your 
device is to look for the client in the list of programs on your computer.  You should 
want to still try to launch. 

What if I don’t have a Citrix Receiver / Workspace installed, what then?  If you don’t have a 
proper version installed, please work with your desktop support, local IT person to assist you in 
downloading a proper version.  You can also call 7-6000, the ITS help desk who “should” be able 
to help you download a proper version of Citrix Workspace for your circumstance. 

 

Step 2.  Log into Citrix Portal 
Log into the Citrix Portal by inserting this URL into a commonly used web browser:  
https://access.med.utah.edu. 
 
Below shows the Citrix authentication screen.  This is the authentication portal used to gain 
access to EPM.  Insert your unid and password.  This is the same unid and password as the one 
used for the Campus Information System (CIS).  If successfully done, duo authentication should 
appear. 
 

 

 

https://access.med.utah.edu/
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*Warning:  When logging into this screen, you may receive a subsequent screen that suggests to 
download a version of the Citrix Client.  If you know you have it already, you can find an option 
on the screen to bypass and not download the client.  In most cases, this is the recommended 
action to take if such a screen appears. 

Step 3.  Find the EPM icon and launch EPM 
Once you log into the Citrix Portal, find the EPM icon and launch EPM.  It may take a few moments 
before the launch begins.  You should see a “starting” screen appear with a status bar.  At that point, an 
Excel screen should appear with the words “Loading…”  Ultimately, the user should see the EPM main 
menu once the process has completed.   
 

Citrix Application Screen 

 

EPM Icon 

 

EPM Main Menu 
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Common Features on Templates and Reports 
Blank template or report 
Why is the template or report blank? 

Remember, upon opening a report or template you should not see data displaying at first.  To display 
data, you should be required to enter in a related org, activity, fund and other criteria as necessary and 

then click the "display data" button to show data. Don't forget that org's and activities require a 
particular format, read further below. 

Selecting an org, activity or project in a report/template 
How does a user select an org or activity to display data in a report or template?  

Find the yellow input cell, typically found at the upper left corner of the report or template. These 
yellow input cells usually contain a word such as "No_ActProj" or "No_BUORG." To display data, each 
template or report should require you to insert the org or activity that you would like to display. Insert 
them in the proper format, then click "display data." See the next question to understand the correct 
format. 
 
Formatting activities, projects and orgs to refresh a report/template 
How should I format my activities, projects and orgs so that the reports and templates function 
correctly? 
 
It’s critical to note that in order to "display data," a user must, first, insert an org, activity or project in 
the correct format and click the “Display Data” button.  Also, be sure to press the enter button to exit 
the cell before clicking the display data.  Orgs must have a “1” inserted before the five-digit number like 
this -- “1xxxxx” -- while activities must have 3 zeroes “000xxxxx” inserted before the activity number.  
Projects do not require any numbers preceding the 8 digits.  If you can remember this formatting, you 
can manually insert the org/activity by using numbers on your keyboard.  You can also use the look up 
functionality which should automatically insert the correct format for you, see the next question for the 
lookup function (see the next question). 
 

Find a list of authorized activities, projects or orgs 
How can I find a list of my activities, projects or orgs that I have been granted access to select from?   

To pull up a list, first navigate to the cell in a report or template where you insert an org or 
activity/project.  If that cell contains a formula called “EPMSelectMember” then a user should be able to 
view a list.  To obtain a list of authorized orgs/activities/projects, simply double-click the yellow input 
cell that contains the EPMSelectMember formula and a dialogue box should appear with a list.  This list 
may be in hierarchical form requiring you to unhide or ungroup to reveal the activity/projects or orgs.  
There is a button to show the list in hierarchical or a list view.  Also, in this dialogue box, a user can click 
on the binoculars icon or “find” function to do a search to find what you are looking for.  If you have a 
parent org, children orgs should typically be grouped (+) with the parent and that goes for activities and 
projects that roll up to an org in the hierarchical view.  You may have to increase the size of the dialogue 
box to see all relevant information.  Groupings have a (+) in front of the org.  Look for the (+), click it to 
ungroup the children that roll up to the org.  Also, you can use the “Display” function to switch between 
seeing solely descriptions, ID’s or both. 
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How to display data 
I have my activity, project, or org inserted, how do I display data now? 

Templates and reports should use the same button, click “Display Data” when you have inserted the org, 
activity, project and other criteria and are ready to visually see data. If you have entered in data 
erroneously and perhaps notice errors, close the report/template and re-open it again for a fresh start. 

How to print a report/template 
How do I print a report or template? 

Most templates or reports should be print ready, however, don’t hesitate to use Excel to customize the 
print area, margins, etc. to fit your needs.  Most, if not all, reports have a “print” button that you can 
click to facilitate printing. You can also utilize Excel, File → Print. 

Saving a report/template to PDF 
Can I save a template/report to PDF? 

Yes, and this year it has been made much easier for users.  Users should be able to save the 
reports/templates directly to their desktop from Citrix/EPM.  This requires no additional setup simply to 
create a PDF.  Exporting Excel spreadsheets, on the other hand, may require additional setup such as 
using a box account. 

How many templates/reports can be open at once 
Can I open two or more of the same or different reports or templates simultaneously?   

Yes, you can open and re-open multiple versions of the same template/report.  If a template/report 
errors out for some reason, you can close it and reopen an unused version of the template right away.  
EPM assigns a sequential number each time a new template/report is opened.  The total number of 
windows possible to be open on your device, depends on your devices available resources to support 
the number of windows you request. 

The navigation, close window, quit EPM, help toolbar 
What about that Navigation/Close Window/Quit EPM/Help toolbar, what does it do?   

Use the “Navigate” button to switch between reports or templates.  Use the “Close Window” button to 
close the window of the current active screen.  Click the “Quit EPM” button to do just that.  Choose the 
“Help” button to go to the EPM website. 

 

 

Budget Input Section 
Revenue & Expense Planning Template 

Brief description of the template 
Brief description of the template:   

This template is used to input revenue and expense projections for your area(s), including salaries.  It 
can be used to budget at two levels. The activity/project level (by activity or project) or the fund level 
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(by org & fund).  You, the end user, can utilize this template to forecast revenues and expenses for the 
present fiscal year which, in turn, should automatically calculate the cash balance for June 30th of the 
current fiscal year.  Also, the user can input the budget projections for the next fiscal year and the 
subsequent June 30th cash balance for the next fiscal year should then be calculated.  This information 
then flows into other relevant reports, making this, and others similar templates vital to data entry in 
the budget process. 

Location of Jan-Jun forecast column 
Where do I insert the forecast for June 30th of the current fiscal year?   

Input data into the column stating “FY 20xx Projected Jan-Jun.”  The cells in this column should be 
yellow indicating that they are input cells. 

Location of the next fiscal year budget column 
Where do I insert the budget amounts for the next fiscal year?   

Input data into the column stating “FY 20xx Budget Total” which is directly to the left of the “Variance 
Amount” column. 

How to save data in this template 
How do I Save Data?     

This is one of a few templates where saving data is possible.  Yellow cells typically indicate cells that you 
can insert and save data.  Once you have displayed data on the template the option to save data 
appears.  Click this option to save.  This should pull up a dialogue box showing you how many records 
should be saved, click "Ok" even if the number of records seems unorthodox.  Then another dialogue 
box should appear indicating whether your save was successful or failed.  If failed, let the budget office 
know.  If successful, please proceed.  The template should refresh, if the data remains, this refresh can 
validate that the save was successful. 

Fund level budgeting 
What does it mean to budget at the fund or activity/project level?   

This means you can budget a group of activities that carry the same fund (2000, 6000, etc.) within one 
particular org versus budgeting the same activities individually, one by one.  Fund 1001 is the exception 
to this and cannot be budgeting at the fund level. 

Budgeting at the “Fund Level” in this template 
How do I budget at the “Fund Level?”   

To forecast at the fund level for the current and next year, the user should need to click the light blue 
cell at the top left corner of the template from “Activity/Project” to “Fund,” then insert an org, select a 
fund and click “Display Data.”  Activities with the same fund that are budgeted at the activity level 
should be carved out of the historic totals.  Remember data saved at this level should not carry over to 
PeopleSoft management reports for July 1st. 

Inserting a new row for a new account 
How to insert a new row for an additional account?   
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To insert a new row, simply double click the “Insert New Account” button.  Then type a valid account ID.  
You cannot duplicate accounts or insert an account in the wrong section.  Upon re-expansion the 
accounts should re-sort ascending. 

One-time dollars Y/N 
How do I budget one-time dollars?   

Change the default from “N” to “Y” in the “One Time Y/N” column.  This mainly effects the Fund 
Summary line “One Time Revenue and Expenses.” 

Budget spread (Input/Even) 
How do I update the budget spread or change the month to month spread? 

First, change the default from “Even” to “Input.”  Then click on the “Show Budget” box at the top right 
corner.  The cells should now be yellow, signifying input.  This can be used to vary the amount from 
month to month. 

Restricted accounts – 49996, 49997, & 49999 
Can users insert numbers for accounts 49996, 49997, & 49999 for fund 1001 activities?   

No.  The budget office should save & push these numbers to the appropriate activity for the users. 

Account 49998, 1001 benefits 
What about 49998 for 1001 activities?   

The user should have to budget benefits.  Both income and expense.  Account 49998 should always 
equal account 59000 for 1001 activities. 

EPM and saving formulas  
Should formulas save?   

No.  Formulas that are used to calculate forecasted totals should not be retained once the saving 
process has been initiated.  All saved data reverts to values. 

Other notable columns 
What about those columns that contain actuals, forecast, budget and variance information? 

Several columns contain information that should help you to forecast, budget and observe variation.  
The actuals should be based upon June 30th amounts from the prior fiscal year while the forecast 
amounts from July to Dec should be actuals as of December 31st of the current fiscal year by account 
code.  The budget from the prior fiscal year should equal the amount that was entered and saved into 
EPM during the previous year.  The variance column subtracts the next year budget from the forecast 
total.  The percent variance takes the variance just mentioned and divides it by the forecast. 

Funds available summary at the bottom 
What is the funds available summary at the bottom of the template? 

This area of the template attempts to show how an activity/project fund balance computes for June 
30th for the next fiscal year given the data presently found in the forecast and budget columns.  You’ll 
notice you have a beginning balance and then it takes into consideration the net income/loss for the 
current and next fiscal years to determine the ending fund balance. 
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Speed Budgeting Template 
Brief description of the template 
Brief description of the template:   

This template was created to decrease the number of seconds required to refresh and save data into 
EPM.  Also, it gives users another way to save data into EPM besides using the Revenue & Expense 
Planning Template which is slightly more sophisticated and requires longer refresh times.  Not only does 
the Speed Budgeting Template refresh more quickly, this template was also designed to facilitate a copy, 
paste and save method by activity/project which can tremendously speed up data entry into EPM.  
Many of the user-friendly features found in the Revenue & Expense Planning Template have been 
eliminated or stripped from this template.  Those features slowed down the template from refreshing.  
However, some validation features still remain to ensure proper data entry.  We describe important 
features in the next two questions.   

First tab description 
What about that first tab in the Speed Budgeting Template? 

This first tab allows an EPM user to insert and refresh data for an existing activity/project.  You can 
toggle between fiscal years with the time option but you shouldn't be able to save data (nor should you 
try) in fiscal years that differ from the present budget cycle at hand.  The first time you display data 
within the template likely should not be as swift as the 2nd and 3rd times, which should demonstrate 
much improved speed.  In this tab, users can save to the Jan-June projected column or to the next year 
budget, along with comments.  Existing month to month information can also be changed as required.  
In this first tab, users cannot change one-time revenues/expenses.  Any existing dollar amounts 
associated with revenue or expense accounts numbers can be modified in this template.  To add new 
accounts, users must use the second tab.  EPM users can double-click on the “insert new acct” in red 
font and the template should then populate the second tab with your current activity/project.  Read 
more about how to insert new accounts using the second tab in the next question.  In the first tab, Fund 
Balance and an abbreviated income statement is provided at the top right of the screen.  This should 
give a user a swifter way to see the financial state of the activity/project. 

 

 

Second tab description 
What about the second tab in this template? 
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The overarching purpose of the second tab called "Insert Accts" is to allow an EPM user to perform at 
least two crucial functions.  The first is to insert new accounts that don’t exist when refreshing the first 
tab on an activity or project.  The second function is to simultaneously update existing accounts and 
insert new accounts by copying and pasting from a shadow system.  For instance, to add new accounts 
not found on the first tab, an EPM user can add accounts 40875 and 65500 if they need to forecast and 
store their data.  To add a new account in this tab, a user manually enters their activity/project at the 
top left (or use the “Insert New Acct” double-click in the first tab).  After inserting your activity or 
project, insert the new accounts under the proper heading, and then proceed to insert amounts for 
either Jan-Jun and/or next year.  Once finished, click the save button.  By doing so, the data should save 
to the database.  Once saved, these new accounts should appear on the first tab after refreshing.  There 
is a way to quickly refresh after saving data in this tab.  Find and double-click the “Refresh Input Tab” cell 
found on this second tab in red font.  This is a shortcut to initiate the refresh process from the second 
tab.  Remember, accounts do not need to be in any particular sorted order to save on this tab.  This tab 
has some safeguards to prevent errors but please behave judiciously when using this template.  For 
instance, please do not use Excel functions to delete any rows.  Simply zero out the account numbers 
you do not wish to forecast.  Don’t forget that users can modify existing accounts by using this second 
tab too.  For example, let’s say an EPM user saved data to office supplies account 62500, within this 
second tab, and it already exists on the first.  EPM should reflect the latest data that was number that 
was last saved. 

Another reason this Speed Budgeting template was created was to offer to EPM users a way to copy and 
paste and save data from their shadow system for a singular activity or project.  As an example, let’s say, 
a user has an Excel based shadow system where they save their data and track their budget 
development.  By copying the accounts/amounts found in their shadow system and pasting them into 
this tab, then clicking save, both existing and new accounts should be automatically updated when a 
user refreshes the first tab.  In summary, the first tab allows for existing accounts to be changed or 
updated while the second tab allows for new or existing accounts to be saved and offers a way to copy, 
paste and save data for both lump sums and month to month. 
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Universal Data Entry Template 
Brief description of the template 
Brief description of the template:   

This allows an EPM user to save data across multiple activities or projects at once.  It can save up to 
1,000 lines of data at once.  This is particularly useful if an EPM user has data stored in a shadow system 
and simply wants to update EPM somewhat directly from the shadow system.  It does not refresh or pull 
data such as a report.  Its sole purpose is to save data to the EPM system.  This can rapidly expedite data 
entry and is relatively easy to use. 

Saving data – 1,000 lines 
Saving large quantities of data using this template: 

An EPM user can save up to 1,000 lines of data in this template.  However, be cautious that you save 
large quantities of data during off-peak hours.  It may take some time if utilizing the entire 1,000 lines, 
especially during EPM peak hour usage.    

Can I save across multiple activities or projects at once? 

An EPM user can save up to 1,000 lines of data in this template.  However, be cautious that you save 
large quantities of data during off-peak hours.  It may take some time if utilizing the entire 1,000 lines, 
especially during EPM peak hour usage.    

Clear button 
What does the clear button do? 

This button was designed to clear any data found in the data entry columns of the template.  By clicking 
it, it should wipe clean the act/proj, account, Jan-Jun and budget columns.  If you just saved data and 
want to start fresh, click this button and it should clear the data found in those four columns. 
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Rev/Exp by Org Data Entry 

Brief description of the template 
Brief description of the template:   

This allows EPM users to view activities and projects for an entire org at the parent or child level.  By 
inserting a parent org, activity/projects should pull into this report.  Instead of making updates to a 
single activity/project at a time, in this template EPM users can make updates to multiple chartfield 
combinations that roll up to a single or parent level org.  A warning, users cannot insert activity/project 
account combinations in this template.  Only pre-existing data should pull into this template and users 
cannot necessarily add any new lines. This input template currently works more efficiently at the 
department level.  It may operate relatively slowly with larger orgs.  It contains two tabs.  The first is for 
data entry the second shows a pivot table illustrating the bottom lines related to the components of the 
first tab.  A more in-depth explanation is found below of the second tab. 

Unique Features 
Unique features: 

 The “unhide chartfield button” reveals helpful chartfield descriptions for BUORG’s, activity/projects 
and accounts.  This is located at the top left.  The “Zero out” feature located at the top right, if clicked, 
will allow a user to zero quickly delete Jan-Jun and next year budget information.  It also deletes month 
to month information while still preserving the accounts 49996, 49997 and 49999 should they exist in 
the user’s data pull since they are unauthorized for users to change.  Also, filters have been added to the 
column headings to allow users the opportunity to filter data.   

   

The second tab contains a pivot table.  This pivot table has been constructed in such a way as to display 
each BUORG, it’s connected project/activity with its coinciding accounts.  It can be expanded to reveal 
account codes.  The data should be arranged to calculate the BUORG’s, activity/project bottom line.  It 
also allows for common pivot table features.  Users can drill down into information by double-clicking 
amounts.  Use of common pivot table features apply.   Also, users can filter by fund.  The refresh pivot 
button allows users to make updates to the first tab and refresh the pivot table without the need to 
save data first.  This permits what-if analysis.  Make updates in the first tab and then press “Refresh 
Pivot” in the second tab to see the results to the updated pivot table.  This tab should be print ready. 
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Rev/Exp by Activity 
Brief description of the template 
Brief description of the template:   

This template has three district reports in three different tabs.  This report was created to provide EPM 
users with a version of the Revenue & Expense Planning information more quickly.  Faster refresh times 
was the primary aim of these three tabs.  In the first tab, this report mimics the revenue and expense 
template and refreshes more quickly.  The other two tabs and reports are similar except refresh even 
more quickly and has summary information at the bottom to visualize the interaction of revenue and 
expenses. 

 

Rev/Exp Export 
Brief description of the template 
Brief description of the template:   

This gives EPM users the ability to sequentially refresh up to 100 individual Revenue and Expense 
Planning templates and then consequently prepare the workbook to export outside of Citrix.  Below, you 
can see there are three possible steps in using this template.  Step 2 and 3 are essential and step 1 is 
optional.  Below is a description of each step. 

Step by Step Instructions 
Step 1:  This first step is a report to help EPM users query a list of activities/projects to use in step 2.  As 
can be seen, step 1 allows users to select several different categories to query a list of desired activities 
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or projects for step 2.  Once you “Display Activities” (or projects) you can simply use Excel functionality 
to copy and paste ‘as values’ into step 2. 

Step 2:  This second step allows a user to insert a list of up to 100 activity/projects.  In the column that 
states, “Insert Act/Proj Here” the user inserts their list of activities/projects.  Each row represents a tab 
or sheet from 1 to 100.  By inserting an activity in sheet 1, when the workbook is refreshed, this should 
then pull data for that activity in sheet 1.  Users can also change the time.  When a user has their list of 
activities/projects inserted and the time set, the next step is to click the “Display Data & Prepare for 
Export.”  By doing this, users kick-off the process whereby VBA performs a set of steps to prepare the 
workbook to be exported.  Primarily, what happens once the button is clicked, is that unnecessary tabs 
will be deleted first.  At some point, you should see the tabs where the user didn’t insert an 
activity/project in step 2, disappear.  Then the process begins to refresh each remaining sheet.  It will 
take several seconds per sheet.  Afterwards, each tab should be renamed according to the activity or 
project found in step 2.  Once the tabs are renamed, if you wish to export the workbook, proceed to 
step 3. 

Step 3:  Once the data has been prepared for the list of activities/projects in step 2, step 3 gives an EPM 
user a way to save the workbook.  The workbook should be saved to the users Citrix G drive.  At that 
point, an EPM user must figure out a way to export the file from within the Citrix environment.  Each 
EPM user that is set up to access EPM should have a g drive.  By clicking the “Export Button” or Excel 
icon, the export process should commence by asking the user where they would like to save the 
workbook.  It should default to the users G drive.  Once it has saved the workbook to the Citrix G drive, 
the last step is to determine a way to retrieve the document from your Citrix G drive to your local 
computer drive.  As it stands, it will not save to your local computer drive.  It takes one extra step to 
retrieve the file now saved to the G drive.  The goal now is to find a way to get the file from the G drive 
to your local computer.  There are several ways to do this.  A user can employ the MS Outlook Citrix 
applications icon to launch Outlook and attach the file to an email.  Sending an email using the Citrix 
application Outlook icon is one way.  Users can also use the Citrix Chrome icon to, let’s say, launch 
Chrome and access Box.utah.edu to upload the file to the cloud and then use a local computer to 
retrieve it.  If you need additional assistance, feel free to contact the budget office for help.    
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Rev/Exp by Org 
Brief description of the template 
Brief description of the template:   

This is a mirror image of the Rev/Exp by Org Data Entry template, only now, it is a much faster report.  
The same options apply in this report as the Rev/Exp by Org Data Entry, only now, users cannot save 
data.  Due to this, the report should refresh much more quickly than its data entry companion.  For 
more information on the different features of this report, please refer to the Rev/Exp by Org Data Entry 
template. 

 

 

Required Reports 
 

Fund Summary Report 
Brief description of the report 
Brief description of the report:   

This report is a summarized representation of the data that was inserted into the data entry templates 
for a given org.  Executive leadership utilizes this report to understand the financial viability of an 
organizations strategic plan for the next fiscal year.  This shows key revenues, expenses and fund 
balances for a particular org at the parent or individual org level.  The report should automatically hide 
relevant fund columns that do not have any data showing upon displaying the data.  One-time expenses 
appropriately tagged within the Revenue & Expense Planning template should show up here on the line 
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called “One-Time Revenue & Expenses.” This report should show fund level cash balances based upon 
your data entry. 

Displaying data for parent orgs 
Can I display data for parent orgs?   

Yes, you can.  To do so, insert the parent org by including “_PARENT” after the org using this structure 
“1XXXXX_PARENT” and clicking display data and the report should sum all related children orgs. 

 

Changing fiscal years 
Can I toggle or switch between fiscal years?   

Yes, you should be able to select and view different fiscal years.  Click on the desired year via the fiscal 
year selector and then “Display Data.”  When changing between fiscal years or orgs you must afterward 
click on the “Display Data” each time to refresh the data. 

 

Drilling down on a number in the report 
How do I drill down to see the detail behind a number within these reports?   

Many reports now have been provided to assist the user in uncovering the detail that sums into the 
Fund Summary report.  They can be found as links in the top right corner of the Fund Summary or in the 
analytical report section of the menu.  These also can be found in the analytical portion of the  

 

Finding a crosswalk for the fund summary 
How can I know which accounts roll up to the Fund Summary categories? 
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The account rollup has been included as a tab in the report allowing users to view how these accounts 
rollup to each line item. 

 

 

SVPAA Recurring Commitments 
Brief description of the report 
Brief description of the report:   

This report shows the recurring commitments pledged by the SVPAA for a particular org at the singular 
or parent org level.  These commitments are saved and pushed out to the relevant areas by the budget 
office under account code “49996.”   

Account 49996 for fund 1001 
What about account 49996?   

As mentioned, account code 49996 are recurring commitments from the SVPAA.  This report provides 
information for each commitment.  If there are multiple commitments for one activity, this report 
should show each individual commitment separately and distinctly.  Conversely, when using other 
reports or templates, these commitments are usually summed and provide no connected detail to 
describe what each commitment entails.  For example, in the Revenue & Expense Planning template, 
these individual commitments should be summed together under account “49996.”  These should also 
appear on the Fund Summary and 5-Year Comparison reports under the row heading “SVP Recurring 
Commitments” within the revenue section of the coinciding report.  The budget office controls the 
dollar amount that appears in this area.  Any updates to this dollar amount need to be vetted through 
the budget office. 

 

 

5 Year Comparison Report 
Brief description of the report 
Brief description of the report:   

This report displays five years of actual data in addition to the current year forecast and next year 
budget numbers in a format similar to the Fund Summary report.  The report also has the option to 
switch between fiscal years and fund type.  This report is useful to spot reasonable and unhealthy trends 
and identify year to year variations. 

Additional tabs in the five-year comparison and charts 
What are those additional tabs?  Does this report have charts?   

Yes, this report does have two additional tabs which have visual charts.  The 5 Yr Comp Detail tab allows 
a user to pull in the activity and account information related to the first tab.  The next tab called, 
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“CHARTS” contains bar chart graphs showing subtotals found in the first tab.  This relies on the 
information found in the first tab.  If the first tab is refreshed for a given BUORG, then this “CHARTS” tab 
should reflect accordingly.  The next tab called “CHARTS (LINE SELECT)” has one chart that allows the 
user to select a specific line found in the first tab (i.e. Consultants, Faculty, Revenue, etc.) to visualize.  
The last tab is the FS crosswalk used to ascertain which accounts rollup to which line items found on the 
first tab. 

 

Plus (+) sign on the first tab at the bottom 
What about that plus (+) sign at the bottom, what does that do?   

Ungroup the bottom to see dollar and percent changes from year to year.  This is a recent addition to 
the report.  To ungroup, simply click on the (+) sign at the bottom left side of the screen below “FUND 
BALANCE AT YEAR END.”  To re-group, click the (-) sign. 

 

 

New Funding Request Template 
Brief description of the report 
Brief description of the report: 

This template was created to gather, centrally, each of the new funding requests from the organizations 
around campus. It allows users to save these requests in the format that the budget office requires to 
appropriately evaluate and review them. It also has a report that allows users to display saved requests, 
showing the amount and date approved for a particular org or parent org.  Helpful comments have been 
inserted at each header to help explain the template.  Hover over the heading to receive helpful 
information on filling it out. 

Initially refreshing data 
How should I go about initially refreshing data on this template? 

First, please insert your relevant org at the highest level and click on "display data."  You should see a 
large warning sign when opening this template.  Feel free to delete it after noting the message.  The 
reason for this request and first step is that the template should pull in fund balance information that 
relies on this highest-level org.  If an incorrect org is entered the fund balance will not reflect correctly.  
At first, when you initially refresh the template, if no prior data entry has been done, nothing should 
appear initially unless you have saved information already that connects to the org. However, this initial 
refresh should allow EPM to pull in relevant data to populate the two threshold columns. 
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How to insert new lines 
Can I insert new lines? How so? 

Yes. Double-click the "Insert New" cell. This should allow a user to insert as many rows as required. 

 

Threshold explanation 
What are those two new "Threshold" columns? 

The threshold columns are new this year to the template. One of the thresholds pulls in 2% of base 
funds (4999, 49997, 49996) while the other carves out 7% of an org's 1001 fund. These rely on the initial 
refresh on the correct org to pull in correctly. If a budget request (total dollar request) is found less than 
these thresholds, they should highlight red. These are one measure indicating possible available 
resources that a college or area might have at their disposal to pay for relatively small new funding 
requests. 

 

 

Completing each column before saving 
Do I need to complete all columns before saving? 

Yes, this template is structured not to allow a user to save data until each line inserted has each row 
completed.  If you have questions about how to fill out the yellow-filled cells, please contact our office. 
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Who is authorized to use this template? 
Can anyone save data using this template? 

Currently, this template can be accessed by any EPM user, however, only allows a pre-approved list of 
unids to save. If a user is not on that list, it should not allow the EPM user to save data to the system. 

 

Multi-Year Budgeting Template 
Brief description of the report 
Brief description of the report: 

This multi-year budgeting template has been developed to provide central leadership with an idea of an 
organization’s 5-year strategic financial plan.  This template mimics the 5-Year Comparison and allows 
the user to save information at a summary level.  That's a vital point to remember regarding this 
template. It allows the user to save numeric information at the summary level of the 5-Year Comparison 
categories (Revenue, SVPAA Recurring Commitments, Faculty, Benefits, Equipment, etc...) and does not 
require users to budget at the activity level.  This template requires the user to budget information at 
the "Org" and "Fund" levels within each Fund Summary category.  Once information has been inserted, 
there are charts available in other tabs to help visualize an organizations financial plan for several years.  
Below, each tab found in this template is described and its purpose outlined.   

Can data at the parent org level be saved? 
Can I save data at the Parent Org level in this template in the input tab? 

The user shouldn't be able to save data to a parent org in the input tab. The user should be allowed to 
save data only to a base level org (child org - 1xxxxx) and should not be able to save information to a 
parent org (1xxxxx_Parent). This is an important point to note as the user ventures to use this template. 
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Description of different tabs found in template 
Can you tell me more about the different tabs? 

There are four tabs total within this workbook.  

 

The first tab allows the user to select an org and fund and subsequently insert 4 additional years of 
budget information (beyond what was already done at the activity or fund level already) and save this 
data to EPM.  This tab is meant to save data only and not to perform reporting.  Reporting is in the 
second tab.  In this tab, there are several additional buttons to help EPM users with their data entry.  
They are called, “Action Buttons.”  Each one performs a different operation in the worksheet to help 
facilitate completion.  There are imbedded comments in cells to the right of the action buttons that 
when hovered over will offer a few directions on what each button does.  The first button called, “Clear 
Input,” should zero out the input cells alone.  The second, called “Reset to Save,” should reset the input 
cells to what is found in the EPM database.  “All insert formula,” inserts a projection formula into the 
input cells.  Next, the “Conditional Insert Formula,” this should insert projection percentages when an 
input row has no saved data.  If an input row has saved data, it should skip that row.  Lastly, “Reset All 
Forecast %’s” should reset all the projection percentages to their default formula.  The “3 Yr Avg Same % 
YTY” column has formulas that are a three-year rolling average of the actual, forecast and budget 
amounts.  The formula reverts to zero if the average is an error due to one of the years being empty.  A 
user can change this number at their convenience.  Finally, the cell with a bold border, currently found 
in cell X11, allows a user to populate the same percentage across projection years.  When default 
formulas are found in the projection columns, use this cell to change the cells ubiquitously.  
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The second tab called "Rpt" allows the user to display data for Parent Org's and selected funds. This 
template does not allow users to save data.  The first tab does this.  This tab allows users to pull in data 
for a parent org or multiple funds.  It is likely required after an EPM user has entered in data on the first 
tab for several orgs.     

 

The third tab called “A Form” is a template to insert the assumptions that buttress your projections 
found in the multi-projections report.  This template, as the note below indicates, allows users to save 
their data if they desire.  Data can only be saved at the individual org level and not the parent level. 

 

The fourth tab called "Charts" shows table and chart information connected to the "Rpt" tab.  When an 
EPM user runs the report tab, the chart tab should populate accordingly.   

 

The FS Crosswalk shows which account codes roll up to which categories found on the Multi-Year Input 
and Report tabs. 

 

 

 

 

The fifth and last tab is an FS crosswalk in case an EPM user would like to understand which accounts 
rollup to which line items on the input or report tabs. 
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Faculty Promotions Template 
Brief description of the report 
Brief description of the report: 

The faculty promotions template was built to store faculty promotion related information normally 
distributed to the budget office each year outside of the EPM system. This information can now be 
captured in the system and tracked from year to year.  This is a relatively simple template with three 
cells where an EPM user should enter data and save.  Please note that only authorized users should have 
the ability to save to this template. 

 

How to fill out this template  
Can I save data to any activity in this template? 

The user can save to any activity that they have security access to within this template. The user should 
insert a unid and an activity in which to transfer the funds.  Once done with the unid and activity, a user 
should select a promotion for the employee from the drop down. The rest should auto-populate. 

How to insert a new line in this template 
How can I insert a new line? 

Double-click the "Insert New" text and a new line should appear. 

 

Budget Reports 
 

Activity Summary by Org 
Brief description of the report 
Brief description of the report: 

This report displays for a selected org or parent org, fiscal year and category (i.e. budget, forecast or 
actuals) a list of activities that roll up to the org.  This format is connected to the fund summary.  In fact, 
the bottom line information should tie directly to the fund summary report when both this report and 
the fund summary are run for the same org and level.  The headings for each column should match the 
major subtotal lines found on the fund summary report.  This report can be effective tool for balancing 
after data entry by activity and/or fund has been completed to some extent. 
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Fund balances for actuals 
Can I see more detail or fund balances?   

Yes, the revenue section is the only section that can be broken out into subgroups by clicking the (+) sign 
at the top “(+) Revenue Detail.”  You can also see the fund balances per activity by ungrouping at the top 
right corner of the report “(+) Fund Balances.” 

 

Description of the other two tabs 
What about those other tabs related to fund balances and line item comparison?   

There are two other tabs, for a total of three, in this report workbook.  The second tab entitled “Report 
FB” allows a user to display a list of fund balances by activity or project for a selected org which should 
tie directly to the fund balance report fund balances for a given time period.  The last tab or report 
shows variation between next year budget, this year forecast, last year budget and prior year actuals by 
activity as found in the fund summary.  This should help users identify which activities contribute to 
variation on the fund summary. 
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Fund Summary Pivot 
Brief description of the report 
Brief description of the report: 

This report can provide activity and account detail level data that rolls up to the various numbers found 
on the Fund Summary. The report is a pivot table that mirrors the fund summary for a particular actual, 
forecast or budget category found on the Fund Summary report.  For example, if you would like to know 
what activities and accounts roll up into an organization’s 1001 fund for its budget next year, an EPM 
user could run this under the faculty category on the Fund Summary, running this report should allow 
you to drill down into that number and see activities, accounts and amounts related to that number.  
Since you can use this for any category (i.e. budget, forecast and actuals), it can be very useful. 

 

 

Filtering data on the pivot table 
How do I filter data on this report? 

There are two primary slicers or filters on the top right.  Use these to filter out funds after you have 
displayed data for an org.  It’s important to notice the three notes to the right of the slicers.  Initial “FS” 
in one slicer relates to funds on the fund summary and “NFS” relates to funds not found on the fund 
summary.  You can filter data with these to show all applicable funds or only those funds found on the 
fund summary (“FS”) or those not found on the fund summary (“NFS”). 
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How to drill down to the detail on this report 
How do I get to the detail again? 

Pivot tables are drillable.  Simply double-click a number which should pull up a separate tab with the 
activity and account detail for that number. 

 

 

FS One-Time Report 
Brief description of the report 
Brief description of the report: 

This displays one-time entries made throughout an org or parent org. These one-time entries can be 
flagged while using the Revenue and Expense Planning or Universal Data Entry report.  This has 
particular relevance to the Fund Summary report which one-time entries impact as shown in the image 
below.  This report pulls in the org, activity, fund, account and amounts by org.  It also displays the data 
in a pivot table summary. 
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FS by Org 
Brief description of the report 
Brief description of the report: 

This report is particularly helpful when a user has multiple orgs that roll up to a parent org and would 
like to understand how these orgs flow on the Fund Summary report.  Also, if an EPM user would like to 
see the data ordered by activity, this report can display activities horizontally.  This report can be run for 
a parent or an individual org.  As for the design, the report refreshes a pivot table that is designed to 
show orgs horizontally and fund summary line items vertically.  Users can ungroup the activities that roll 
up to an org horizontally.  They can also use the slicers to filter by any fund of choice.  This report is also 
drillable, since it is a pivot table.  Simply double-click and the detail should appear in a separate tab.   

 

 

 

FS Fund Balance by Org 
Brief description of the report 
Brief description of the report: 

This report is particularly useful for EPM users that would like to identify which orgs and activities that 
impact the fund summary report.  There are two tabs for this report.  For the first tab, an EPM user will 
select a parent or individual org, run the report which should refresh the pivot report, displaying an org 
or several orgs if applicable.  When an EPM user clicks on the plus sign next to an org, the pivot table 
report should ungroup a list of activities, as shown in the images below.  This data should map back to 
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the fund summary fund balances giving the user a precise view of which orgs/activities are impacting the 
numbers connected to the fund summary balances.  Filters at the top of the pivot report allow users to 
filter by fund.  The pivot report found in the second tab differs from the first tab in that it shows 
horizontally at the top, the funds and vertically the org/activities that tie to the fund summary. 

 

 

 

 

5 Yr Comp by Org 
Brief description of the report 
Brief description of the report: 

This particular report contains two tabs that can assist EPM users to drill down to the activity/project 
and account level if they have questions that emerge from the five-year comparison required report 
found on the main menu.   

First tab 
First tab description: 

The first tab essentially is a report that should tie directly to the five-year comparison required report.  
As such, it is a pivot table that mirrors the five-year comparison required report and is drillable like other 
pivot tables. Similar to other pivot report in EPM, users can ungroup and reveal org, activity and account 
level information by line item as shown below.  When this report is first refreshed at an org level, 
revenues and expenses will both show as positives values.  If an EPM user would like the expenses to 
change to a negative sign and reveal the grand total at the bottom, users can do this by clicking the 
black filled button called “Show Grand Totals and Flip Signs.”  This runs a program which will change the 
expenses into negative signs and include a grand total at the bottom of the report, effectively revealing 
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the net income/loss found on the five-year comparison required report.  Finally, don’t forget that users 
can filter the data by fund.  There are slicers located at the right to allow for this. 

Second tab 
Second tab description: 

The second tab gives users the ability to look at a specific line item found on the five-year comparison 
report and understand which account codes rollup to any given line item.  There are slicers to the right 
side of the report to facilitate this exercise.  Let’s say, for instance, that an EPM user would like to 
understand what accounts roll up to the “Other” non-personnel category on the five-year comparison 
report.  To do this, an EPM user would insert an org, run the report, locate the line item in the slicer 
such as “Other-Non-Personnel,” and click on the slicer.  This will filter out any other account codes and 
reveal those that roll up to that line item.  This report can also have positive signs flipped and grand 
totals added similarly as found in the first tab.   
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Multi-Yr Org Report 
Brief description of the report 
Brief description of the report: 

This report allows EPM users to drill down into the information found on the Multi-Year required report.  
This report has two tabs.  Each are described below in detail. 

Second tab 
First tab: 

In the first tab, EPM users can ungroup or drill down into the line item detail.  This means an EPM user 
can ungroup and reveal the org, activity and/or account for each line item and look at the associated 
trend via the pivot report.   

Second tab 
Second tab: 

This second tab contains a report that can display the data in a slightly different way than the first tab.  
In contrast to the first tab, this second tab displays data so that the multi-year orders the data first by 
line item found on multi-year required report, then by fund then by org.  Having the data ordered in this 
way allows EPM users to easily spot data entry gaps and look at trends by fund and org for irregularities.  
This should provide a helpful resource to those doing data entry on the multi-year plan. 

 

BREC Report 
Brief description of the report 
Brief description of the report: 

This report was created to help facilitate the annual base budget (fund 1001) reconciliation and 
incremental increase process between the budget office and the colleges or organizations that receive 
base or 1001 funds annually.  This report allows for historical searches with a year selector and even 
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more vitally, it shows mid-year changes that affect the department or colleges base and the detail 
surrounding those changes. 

Mid-Year Report 
What does that Mid-Year Report tab show? 

The Mid-Year report was created to show the detail surrounding the changes from the prior year base 
budget to the present.  Once the base is set for a given fiscal year, changes should occur affecting base 
budgets throughout the fiscal year.  The budget office should make these changes or updates 
throughout the year and these should be reflected in the Mid-Year report.  This should help when 
reconciling with the Budget Office and understanding an areas base budget. 

 

Actual Reports 
 

Variance Workbook 
 

Brief description of the report 
Brief description of the report: 

The series of reports found in this workbook were created to allow the budget office, and any other EPM 
user, to review variances for a particular organization.  This workbook contains several different tabs.  
Each tab offers a different way of reviewing variances.  A core similarity held by most of the tabs is that 
majority of the tabs show information in a budget to actual format and display data often in a fund 
summary fashion.  Each tab is touched upon below.   

 

Tab 0) Variance Reporting Workbook Menu 
Tab 0) Variance Reporting Workbook Menu 

First and foremost, this tab allows an EPM user to insert an BUORG, select a fiscal year and choose a 
month during the fiscal year.  When the report is run by clicking display data, these selections impact 
the data for each of the 9 tabs.  The data should be fiscal-year-to-date data for both actuals and budget.  
However, the way the data shows fiscal-year-to-date depends on how the month to month spread was 
saved to EPM.  Also, this tab has links to directly access each of the 9 different tabs along with brief 
explanations about each tab when an EPM user hovers over the cell to access the comment. 
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Tab 1) Fund Summary Pivot Variance Report 
Tab 1) Fund Summary Pivot Variance Report 

This first report mimics the Fund Summary required report in the form of a pivot table.  Slicers or filters 
can be found on the right.  This pivot table is drillable.  Remember, the acronyms FS and NFS stands for 
Fund Summary" and "Non-Fund Summary." You may see this used in several places throughout the 
various reports within the workbook.  If you see information indicating "Outside FS" that means that the 
account codes or funds are not found within the current Fund Summary scheme. 

 

Tab 2) Summary Variance Report 
Tab 2) Summary Variance Report 

This report can be used by OBIA to review colleges and organizations for notable variances.  It can be 
similarly useful to general EPM users, especially at the college or dean level.  This report pulls data from 
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the Fund 1001 Variance Report, Non-Fund 1001 Variance Report tabs and the Unbudgeted Activity 
Report.  These are tabs are found throughout the workbook.  This report is not a pivot table, 
unfortunately, so the user cannot double-click and get the detail.  The detail can be found on the tabs 
the headings refer to, “Fund 1001 Var Rpt” and “Non-Fund 1001 Var Rpt.”  Statistics are displayed on 
this tab once an EPM user clicks the “Display Variances” button.   

If the EPM user clicks the "Display Variance Reports" button, two new tabs should appear.  These new 
tabs display line by line variances that should tie to the "Variance Report Review" for Fund 1001 
(Expenses) and Non-Fund 1001 (Expenses).  You can change the thresholds on the appropriate tab and 
rerun the report for updated results.  It's important to remember that this report is only looking at the 
expenses at the org level in fund 1001 and non-fund 1001.  The non-fund 1001 report uses similar logic 
as the Fund 1001 (Expenses) section except it looks at Fund Summary related funds excluding 1001 
when identifying variances that exceed the user specified thresholds.  The unbudgeted activities section 
identifies the number of activities both fund 1001 and non-fund 1001 that may not have been budgeted 
the previous year.   
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Tab 3) Variance by Fund Report 
Tab 3) Variance by Fund Report 

This report displays a very summarized variance by fund for a selected org.   Revenues are on the top 
and expenses below by each fund, further grouped by funds included or excluded within the current 
fund summary. Also, users can ungroup (+) to drill down into the information.  Remember "FS" and 
"NFS" are acronyms, FS = Fund Summary related, NFS = Non-Funds Summary.   
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Tab 4) Department by Fund Variance Report 
Tab 4) Department by Fund Variance Report 

This report shows variances by a summarized revenue and expense category at the left, followed by 
fund, then by departments that roll up to a parent org, if applicable.  EPM users can click the ungroup [+] 
button above the column H or the “Unhid Act/Proj Account” box to reveal activity and account 
information.  This is a pivot table and can be drilled and there are many slicers or filters found at the 
right to narrow the results. 

 

Tab 5) Fund 1001 Variance Report 
Tab 5) Fund 1001 Variance Report 

This report is similar to the Variance by Fund report, except this report adds an additional element by 
including the Org and the Fund Summary Line Items (Categories).   

Feel free to toy with the thresholds at the top.  Thresholds at the top right can be changed.  When 
thresholds are updated, color fonts within the pivot table should also update and results in the 
Summary Var Rpt, when the appropriate button is clicked, should also update.   

An EPM user can filter for the variances by clicking the "Filter 1001" button to the left.  They will be 
numbered.  These numbers should be, once again, connected to the Summary Var Rpt tab.  If you click 
on “Run the Var Rpt,” a tab should appear with specific variances.  These should tie to the Summary Var 
Rpt tab.  The “Run Var Rpt” is the same button as “Display Variance Reports” only in this case, it should 
only update the “F 1001 Rpt” tab.   
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The "No Budget" shades areas to identify potential gaps where no dollars may have been budgeted 
during the previous budget cycle 

 

Tab 6) Non-Fund 1001 Variance Report 
Tab 6) Non-Fund 1001 Variance Report 

This report is similar to the Fund 1001 Variance Report, the previous tab, except that its report 
groupings are much broader, grouped together into Benefits, Salary & Wages and Non-Personnel and it 
specifically targets non-fund 1001 activities.  It is automatically filtered to exclude fund 1001 at the 
outset.  Thresholds can be updated.  Like the previous tab, "No Budget" shades areas to identify 
potential gaps where no dollars may have been budgeted during the previous budget cycle.  If the 
thresholds are changed, and then the "Run Var Rpt" button is clicked, the Summary Var Rpt should then 
update accordingly.  
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Tab 7) Unbudgeted Activity Report 
Tab 7) Unbudgeted Activity Report 

The purpose of this report is to identify activities that may have not been budgeted during the previous 
budget cycle.  The report is a pivot table and is drillable.  The thresholds shown on this report updates 
and flows into the Summary Variance Report tab.  This also shows fund level budgeting elements.  This is 
a crucial point.  If there are non-1001 fund areas or activities that weren't budgeted during the previous 
cycle, a valid reason would be that they were budgeted at the fund level.  This shows a summary report 
of those fund-org combinations that may have been budgeted at that level.  The user can adjust the 
threshold to highlight activities that exceed the threshold.  Materiality can be changed and the pivot 
table should correspondingly change as well.   
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Tab 8) Fund Summary Detail Drill 
Tab 8) Fund Summary Detail Drill 

This pivot report provides variances by Fund Summary Category for both revenues and expenses by 
activity or project.  This is the primary difference in this tab.  It has FS Category at the far left.  You can 
[+] ungroup several columns that will reveal the coinciding funds, activities, and account level detail 
related to the variances.  There are filters or slicers on the right that will help narrow the results in the 
pivot table.  The "FS" or "Fund Summary" categories are derived directly from the Fund Summary Report 
and should connect directly to the categories displayed on the pivot report.  Remember that "FS" is 
equivalent to "Fund Summary" and "NFS" to "Non-Fund Summary."  Any account or activity that is 
outside the scope of the Fund Summary should appear as "Outside FS."  This report is a drillable pivot 
table similar to other tabs. 
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Tab 9) Activity by Fund Report 
Tab 9) Activity by Fund Report 

This report was created to provide EPM users with a way to look at variances by fund then by 
activity/project.  The same functionality and options as found in other tabs can also be found here.   
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Act Summary Rev & Exp Pivot 
Brief description of the report 
Brief description of the report: 

This report pulls in activity and account revenue and expense budget and actual data for a given org or 
parent org and performs a difference. This provides a possible way to retrieve and filter through a data 
dump of information for your area. This also provides a quick and easy way of viewing a variance 
between what you budgeted and actually spent for a chosen fiscal year. The data can be filtered and 
detail can be drilled down into as this report comes in the form of a pivot table. 
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Rev / Exp 7 Year Trend 
Brief description of the report 
Brief description of the report: 

This report allows a user to see a 7-year trend for a given activity or project. It has two reports. The first 
shows this trend for each fiscal year, and the current fiscal-year-to-date. The next report shows the 
information by fiscal year to date for each year of the trend.  Below, it provides a summary of revenues 
and expenses over the seven years. 
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Variance Report 
Brief description of the report 
Brief description of the report: 

This report brings in a list of activities for an org and shows variances for summary categories such as 
revenues, salary expenses and non-personnel. It then attempts to apply a method to project cash 
balances and indicates whether these balances may need reviewing.  There is a legend located in a 
different tab to help explain the methods used to determine the summary categories and the cash 
analysis. 
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5 Yr Comp YTD 
 

Brief description of the report 
Brief description of the report: 

This report was created to provide fiscal-year-to-date information in the format of the 5-year 
comparison report.  In other words, if an EPM user would like to see a comparison of let’s say, January 
to January for the past 5 years, it is possible now to do this at summarized levels found in the 5-year 
comparison summary report.  There are a few more tabs in this report than just the first tab.  The 
second tab called “Report 1” allows users to drill down into the first report tab.  It’s a pivot table.  The 
second report, Report 2, allows users to see for a given “Line Item Description” (as found in the slicer to 
the right) all accounts that roll up to that line item.  If an EPM user would like a relatively quick way to 
see what accounts roll up to the “Other” non-personnel line item on the first tab, then this tab can assist 
in that endeavor.  These accounts are summarized by account description, however, the first account 
number in the account range is provided to the left of the account descriptions.  The “Show Grand Totals 
& Flip Signs” in Reports 1 and 2 allows a user to change the expenses into negatives and effectively 
match the first tab net income/loss totals.  One last option that this essential to note is the buttons 
called “Get Report 1 Raw Data” and “Fund & Rollup Information.”  This was created for central 
administration but the first button mentioned will do exactly what it says.  It opens a tab which should 
contain the raw data that Report 1 uses to create the pivot table.  Also, the “Fund & Rollup Information” 
button will unhide several tabs that were made to summarize in certain ways using an org rollup and the 
raw data found in Report 1. 
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Exporting an EPM Report Out of Citrix  
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Using the Revenue & Expense by Org Data Entry 
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Finding Personnel Reports for Budgeting 
If you need to obtain personnel information for budgeting and planning purposes below are several tabs 
that contain different ways to obtain personnel data from CIS.  You must have appropriate security 
access but this should be relatively customary among financial positions to receive access to these 
reports for a given area.  For the salary justification report, the report in Financial Information Library, 
within the “Curr Employee” folder, called “Job Details W/FY Comp Rate” is used by the budget office to 
review changes to employee salaries from year to year. 
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